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Abstract: The increasing complexity of the design and operation evaluation process of multi-energy
grids (MEGs) requires tools for the coupled simulation of power, gas and district heating grids.
In this work, we analyze a number of applicable tools and find that most of them do not allow
coupling of infrastructures, oversimplify the grid model or are based on inaccessible source code.
We introduce the open source piping grid simulation tool pandapipes that—in interaction with
pandapower—addresses three crucial criteria: clear data structure, adaptable MEG model setup and
performance. In an introduction to pandapipes, we illustrate how it fulfills these criteria through its
internal structure and demonstrate how it performs in comparison to STANET®. Then, we show two
case studies that have been performed with pandapipes already. The first case study demonstrates
a peak shaving strategy as an interaction of a local electricity and district heating grid in a small
neighborhood. The second case study analyzes the potential of a power-to-gas device to provide
flexibility in a power grid while considering gas grid constraints. These cases show the importance of
performing coupled simulations for the design and analysis of future energy infrastructures, as well
as why the software should fulfill the three criteria.

Keywords: sector coupling; gas grid; district heating grid; grid simulation; network analysis; grid
operation; open source; multi-energy grids; multi-vector model; hydrogen infrastructure

1. Introduction

Considering the new strategic view on the policy area “Clean Energy” within the European Green
Deal [1]—a roadmap towards a sustainable economy developed by the European Commission—the
energy infrastructure in Europe is expected to change drastically over the next years. On the one
hand, the Hydrogen Strategy [2] is meant to promote the emergence of a hydrogen infrastructure
that complements and partially replaces the existing natural gas infrastructure. The Energy System
Integration Strategy [3], on the other hand, aims at an increased interconnection of energy sectors
and markets. It describes an energy infrastructure design that allows consumer needs to be satisfied
through different energy carriers, thereby increasing its overall efficiency and resilience. These targeted
changes will increase the complexity of the energy system as a whole.

As of today, different energy infrastructures are designed and operated independently from
each other. Unlocking the potential of sector integration requires a “new, holistic approach for both
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large-scale and local infrastructure planning” [3]. Methods and tools for infrastructure design need to
reflect the increased complexity in order to address many challenges on all scales and in all parts of the
energy system design [4]. Challenges will occur in the following fields:

• Assessment of supply options with different energy infrastructures: With increasing
interconnection of infrastructures, how energy is supplied to end consumers can vary greatly. For
instance, Then et al. [5] gave an overview of studies on the controversial role of the natural gas
infrastructure and elaborated on the effects that a decline in energy demand can have on grid
charges. In [6], they put forward that increasing grid charges could accelerate gas grid defection
as a self-induced effect. Kisse et al. [7] investigated the effects that changes in heating technologies
for residential buildings have on investments into electrical and gas grid expansion as well as on
CO2-emissions. To improve the prediction of suitable supply scenarios for network operators in a
multi-energy system (MES), methods and models have to consider all energy infrastructures in a
combined optimization approach.

• Grid integration and expansion in coupled energy infrastructures: The progressive electrification
and renewable generation increases both load and generation in distribution grids. All new
devices and power plants must be integrated on the respective voltage level which often spurs
network operators to expand or re-design their power grids. In the future, this planning process
needs to address the increasing interconnection to other infrastructures and new opportunities
for trading flexibility or storing energy [8]. Approaches should consider the possibility to
rededicate parts of the infrastructure to other carriers or even dismantle infrastructure that is no
longer required [2,5]. It is crucial to identify suitable investment paths toward a future supply
infrastructure taking into account the longevity and high capital expenditure of infrastructure
assets. These challenges also have to be reflected by large-scale grid integration and expansion
studies (e.g., [9,10]).

• Analysis and optimization of operation strategies: Sector coupling facilities, such as combined
heat and power (CHP) plants, heat pumps or power-to-gas (P2G) devices, are expected to
deliver ancillary services for power system operation (e.g., frequency support, voltage support,
congestion management, etc.). Although such services are mainly required in the power grid,
operation strategies should be optimized by respecting the operational constraints of all connected
infrastructures. For example, Liu et al. [11] analyzed different operation modes of CHP plants
and how they influence power and gas grid constraints. In [12], an optimal power flow (OPF)
implementation is presented that includes constraints from the gas grid as side conditions.

• Urban planning: The planning phase of new districts offers great potential for low-cost
decarbonized energy supply by implementing small MESs with optimized grid infrastructure
[13]. To address arising challenges of urban planning, the spatial and energy infrastructure
planning need to be interconnected [14]. Forming so-called energy communities with high shares
of renewable energy sources (RES) and local trading capabilities can play an important role in
increasing energy efficiency and is therefore incentivized by the European Union [15]. In such
small systems, choosing and optimizing the operation strategy is crucial in order to use energy
locally or to offer ancillary services to the external power grid [16].

• Market design: If sector coupling facilities deliver flexibilities or other ancillary services, they
also need to be remunerated. Mancarella et al. [17] suggested an approach to determine the
profitability of MES, which deliver ancillary services, by considering the revenue and the cost of
energy shifting. With an increased interest in local energy markets [18] comes a need to analyze
approaches with respect to the technical and economic performance. For such analyses, the
complex state of the whole MES and market mechanisms need to be modeled.

The challenges described above require powerful tools for coupled multi-energy grid (MEG)
simulation and optimization. Several modeling and optimization approaches are presented in [19]
(and the references cited therein). In this work, we introduce the open source tool pandapipes
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which is meant to simulate stationary and quasi-stationary flows in pipes, considering hydraulic and
thermal properties of the flowing fluid. It complements the open source power system analysis tool
pandapower [20], as it is based on the same structure and implements similar core methods, such as
the Newton–Raphson solver. The two tools can be combined into a powerful and easy-to-use MEG
simulation environment with the help of the pandapipes multi-energy module. As both tools are
published under the terms of a 3-clause BSD license, they can be used by anyone for any purpose free
of charge. Since pandapipes is based on Python, this tool can be combined with any other Python
package for further analysis. For instance, there are interfaces to NetworkX [21] for topology analysis,
to matplotlib [22] for plotting and to geopandas [23] for processing geographical information. All
these characteristics enhance the potential of pandapipes to automate processes and easily adapt
models and simulation setups. Therefore, pandapipes is well suited to address the challenges of energy
infrastructure analysis and planning. Since the coupling with pandapower is very simple, many use
cases that have already been addressed with pandapower can be adopted to an integrated approach.

In the present work, we want to evaluate the innovative potential of pandapipes. Section 2 gives
an overview over different approaches to MEG simulation and derives three criteria to be addressed
by a dedicated tool: clear data structure, adaptable MEG model setup and performance. Section 3
introduces pandapipes and describes its structure and model implementations, thereby illustrating
how these criteria are addressed. Section 4 demonstrates two use cases that were implemented with
the help of pandapipes. In the first use case, we analyze local peak shaving strategies with the help of
a heat pump connected to a district heating grid. We show that operation strategies and their effect on
all involved networks can be examined by applying the combination of pandapower and pandapipes.
In the second use case, we analyze the potential of P2G devices to reduce congestion in a power grid
without violating constraints of the connected gas grid. The presented simulation approach enables
large-scale analyses on the effectiveness of P2G devices in different configurations to find a suitable
system design. Section 5 concludes on how pandapipes enhances the toolbox of researchers working
in the field of MEG analysis and gives insights into possible enhancements to further simplify MEG
simulations and to address other types of problems.

2. Multi-Energy Grid Simulation: Overview of Approaches and Requirements

Approaches for the simulation of coupled energy infrastructures can have different levels of
detail, making them especially suitable for specific use cases. Thus, a large tool landscape has evolved,
of which Table 1 shows an excerpt. We characterize the tools by licensing, modeled infrastructures,
model detail and the possibility to conduct coupled simulations, i.e., simulations of power, gas and
district heating grids based on a single interlinked model in one simulation run. Of special interest
for the research community are open source tools, as they are customizable, automatable and mostly
free of charge. Commercial tools usually have a strong focus on the user interface and usability. We
distinguish three tool categories: grid simulation (GS) tools, energy system modeling and optimization
(ESMO) tools and MEG simulation tools.

The characteristic of GS tools is that they offer detailed grid models, sometimes even for different
infrastructures, but they cannot be coupled within the simulation. ESMO tools analyze power flows
between defined areas with a strong focus on energy balancing. Therefore, they precisely model power
plants and devices with their control strategies and characteristics such as efficiency or ramp rates.
As they do not provide detailed grid models, they can easily integrate all infrastructures within one
simulation. Such tools can be used for optimal power system design or power plant deployment
planning, i.e., in a flexibility market model used for power balancing.

None of those tools offers sophisticated models for integrated infrastructures, as either the
grid model is simplified, or a coupled simulation is not possible. For the simulation of MEGs, two
approaches are prominent: Combining dedicated tools with the help of a co-simulation platform and
integrating all models in one tool. As pointed out in [24], the main advantage of a co-simulation
approach is the possibility of integrating any tool, while leaving the development to the respective
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experts. Furthermore, distributed simulations can be performed online so that participants can exclude
exchange of internal data. Nevertheless, there are also downsides to this approach: Firstly, exchanging
data between two or more tools via an external interface is time consuming and usually acts as a
bottleneck for complex simulations resolved in space and time. Moreover, the design, functionality
and licensing of coupled tools might introduce difficulties for the user to set up the model. Most
co-simulation approaches are tailor-made [25] and those with a wider scope might not fit for specific
applications [26]. In recent years, dedicated tools were developed for addressing problems in the field
of MEG simulation and to overcome the previously mentioned problems of co-simulation. Tools that
enable the user to easily run simulations with models for all infrastructure types are rare and have not
yet found their way into the open source community, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of power, gas and district heating simulation tools with their scopes and model
implementations.

Infrastructures
Tool Type OS Power Gas District Heating Detailed Grid Model Coupled Simulation Additional Features

SINCAL [27] GS
√ √ √ √

GUI, OPF, (TOP) ***
STANET [28] GS

√ √ √ √
GUI, TC (DH), (TOP) ***

TRNSYS [29,30] GS
√ √

GUI, TC (DH), CTRL
MATPOWER [31] GS

√ √ √
OPF, (TOP) ***, LIB

PyPSA [32] GS
√ √

(
√
) ** (

√
) **

√
OPF, (TOP) ***, LIB

pandapower [20] GS
√ √ √

OPF, CTRL, TOP, LIB
pandapipes GS

√ √ √ √
CTRL, TOP, LIB

OSeMOSYS [33] ESMO
√ √ √ √ √

Balmorel [34] ESMO (
√
) *

√ √ √

calliope [35] ESMO
√ √ √ √ √

LIB
Switch 2.0 [36] ESMO

√ √ √
LIB

oemof [37] ESMO
√ √ √ √ √

TOP, LIB
SAInt [38] MEGS

√ √ √ √
GUI, OPF, TC (G)

HyFlow [39] MEGS
√ √ √

(
√
) **

√

MYNTS [40] MEGS
√ √ √ √

GUI, TC (all), CTRL
TransiEnt [41,42] MEGS (

√
) *

√ √ √ √ √
TC (all), CTRL

pandapipes multi-energy MEGS
√ √ √ √ √ √

OPF, CTRL, LIB

* Only usable with proprietary software. ** Simplified model. *** Only connected components. OS, open
source; GS, grid simulation tool; ESMO, energy system modeling and optimization tool; MEGS, multi-energy
grid simulation tool; GUI, graphical user interface; OPF, optimal power flow (for power grid); TC, transient
calculation; DH, district heating grid; G, gas grid; CTRL, evaluation of control strategies; TOP, analysis of grid
topology; LIB, external libraries for evaluation usable (e.g., Python and MATLAB).

The main challenge of setting up MEG simulations lies in the complexity of the addressed
problems [43]. Therefore, a tool that is designed to solve a multitude of different problems in this field
must focus on tackling this challenge, especially considering that user experience might differ greatly.
A consistent design is crucial, and the first simple models should be very easy to build, while complex
models should be solved efficiently. From these requirements, we derive three criteria that should be
addressed by a dedicated tool:

• Clear Data Structure: Mastering the complexity of MEG simulations is only possible if the data
is contained in a clearly structured database that allows storing large amounts of data. This is
true for the model data of the coupled grids as well as the output data, especially from time
series simulations. Many tool descriptions highlight the way data are stored and handled due to
convenience and efficiency [20,32,35].

• Adaptable MEG Model Setup: The construction and adaptation of a full simulation model should
be simple and efficient. This requires pre-defined, but adaptable models for grid components
and sector coupling facilities with their physical properties and respective control strategies.
Extensive component libraries are important parts of tools in the area of MEG simulation [38,41].
A permissive open source license is a good precondition to encourage model development [32].
The coupling of simulations for different infrastructures should be as simple as choosing which
grids to couple and defining the models for coupling facilities. Different simulation types should
be available and combinable, e.g., steady-state, transient or OPF, in order to address different
levels of detail of specific use cases.
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• Performance: In research, the evaluation of many different setups and use cases is of interest.
When performing large-scale studies (e.g., [10]), the simulation time plays an important role
to be considered in the design of the tool. From the user’s point of view, it should also be
considered that spending a lot of time waiting for calculations to finish can be very inconvenient
and inefficient. Model efficiency and simulation speed is therefore also addressed by many tools
[20,31,38,40].

As most of the MEG simulation tools introduced in Table 1 are closed-source or based on
proprietary software, these criteria are hard to analyze, but some publications give hints. SAInt
implements an OPF formulation considering AC power flow equations, transient gas grid equations
and coupling terms and is mainly used to analyze outages in coupled transmission grids. A lot of
emphasis is put on an increased performance by using a specialized solver. HyFlow implements a
power transport formulation for power, gas and heat grids, linked by simplified coupling terms and
solved with a Newton–Raphson approach. The field of application is the analysis of power balancing
using a cellular approach. MYNTS uses an expression tree formulation of component equations for
automatic differentiation, which are solved with non-linear programming solvers. Its main field of
application is the evaluation of supply scenarios for gas transport grids, but also coupling terms can
be implemented with the generic approach. TransiEnt is a modelica library that defines transient
and steady-state equations for the calculation of MES. Its modular approach and different levels of
simulation detail allow different simulation setups. Applications have shown the interconnection of
operation strategies for different components.

Next to TransiEnt, pandapipes is with its specialized multi-energy module the only MEG
simulation tool with an open-source license. Unlike the former, it can even be used without any
proprietary software required. It was developed along practical use cases and designed to fulfill the
three aforementioned criteria. The multi-energy module integrates pandapipes and pandapower to
address challenges in the field of coupled MEG planning and operation. Pandapower has already
shown to be well suited as a tool for solving automated planning problems [44], thereby considering
different effects such as restoration [45], operation strategies [46] or asset management [47]. It was also
used for testing new approaches to contingency analysis [48], curtailment minimization of distributed
generators [49], state estimation [50] and fault occurrence evaluation [51]. Its special potential lies in
the application within studies that analyze large grid areas in an automated approach, such as grid
integration studies [10,52] or energy loss studies [53,54]. Due to its similar design and performance,
pandapipes can perform similar studies for piping grids and in combination with pandapower also for
MEGs.

3. Overview of Pandapipes

In the previous section, we introduce three criteria for an MEG simulation tool. In the following,
we illustrate how pandapipes meets those criteria through a comprehensible design and an efficient
calculation method. We introduce the pandapipes grid data structure and the controller architecture,
demonstrate how this architecture can be used to build up multi-energy grid simulation models and
finally compare the performance of the pipe flow calculation with calculation times of the popular
proprietary software STANET®.

3.1. Illustrating Clear Data Structure: Architecture of Pandapipes

In pandapipes, nodes and edges of a network are defined by component models. Every component
model introduces equations, describing the physical properties that are solved for. The equations are
assembled into a nonlinear system of equations that comply with Kirchhoff’s laws. This system of
equations is solved with the Newton–Raphson method. As a result, pandapipes provides pressure
values at all nodes in the network and the corresponding flow velocities along the different edges. If a
heat grid is modeled, pandapipes also determines temperature values at the nodes. Further properties
can be derived from these dependent variables.
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3.1.1. The Pandapipes Grid Structure

Different parameters have to be provided by the user to properly set up the mentioned system of
equations. The grid model data are stored in a dedicated data structure; the pandapipes net container
is shown in Figure 1. It contains pandas tables for different components and additional parameters
required to run a simulation, which is an analogy of the pandapower structure. There are two main
types of tables: component tables and result tables. Component tables contain all the modeled grid
elements with their respective nameplate parameters. For example, the pipe component table contains
the two connected junctions along with the parameters length, diameter, roughness and an additional
loss coefficient. Those values are required for the hydraulic state simulation. Furthermore, it is possible
to set an external heat source or sink, an external temperature and a heat transfer coefficient for the heat
transfer calculation. Result tables contain the simulation results for the given component. For some
components it is also useful to record geo-information in a separate table. An overview of existing
component models in pandapipes is given in Appendix A.

Properties of the operating fluid, such as density for different temperatures and pressures, are
stored in the grid container as well. They can be freely defined by the user or chosen from an included
fluid library. Other stored parameters are standard types for components, as pumps or pipes, and
further options to be set by the user. The available component models are held in a list for each
pandapipes net for the internal process. Other internal data include an internal array structure and
lookup tables for the conversion between the component tables and the internal structure.

source

sink

junction

pandapipes net

component tables result tables

standard typesfluid

pipe

index name length_km d_m in_service

1 pipe1 0.5 0.1 True

2 pipe2 0.25 0.075 True

3 pipe3 0.3 0.06 True

res_source

res_sink

res_junction

res_pipe

index v_mps p_from_bar p_to_bar

1 0.12 5 4.92

2 1.2 4.92 4.86

3 1.09 4.86 4.76

options

pipe pump valvedensity viscosity type Tamb friction model convergence tolerance

component list

Junction Pipe Sink Source

calculation parameters

internal arrays

branch array node array

internal lookups

junction node lookup pipe branch lookup

internal data

Figure 1. The pandapipes net and stored data, divided into the groups component tables, result tables,
calculation parameters and internal data. The shown data in each group are not exhaustive.

3.1.2. The Pipeflow Procedure

After defining the input data inside the component tables, the calculation can be started by
calling the pipeflow function. Figure 2 shows the procedure of the calculation. With the help of the
component models, all component tables are transferred to an internal numpy array structure, which
is more efficient than the pandas structure, and equations are introduced for the derivatives of the
state variables. A connectivity check makes sure that disconnected grid areas are excluded from the
calculation. Afterwards, the hydraulic state variables are solved for with the help of a Newton–Raphson
solver, which usually requires several iterations to converge. For heat grids, a subsequent heat transfer
calculation also uses a Newton–Raphson solver to calculate the node temperatures. In the end, the
state variables and derived results are transferred to the result tables.
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calculate derivatives
(component-wise)

Start hydraulic 
calculation?

heat transfer 
calculation?

transfer to internal arrays 
(component-wise)

build Jacobian matrix
(hydraulic equations)

Newton-Raphson solver 

build Jacobian matrix
(heat transfer equations)

Newton-Raphson solver 

End

true true

false false

perform connectivity check

transfer results to result tables

result tables

pandapipes net with pipeflow options 

component tables

Figure 2. Flowchart of the pipeflow procedure including hydraulic and heat transfer calculation. The
pandapipes net tables serve as interface for the user, while internally an array structure is used for
performance reasons.

The most important equations are introduced by branch components which define the pressure
loss and the heat transfer model. Node components implement a mass flow or power balance. The
mathematics behind the component models in pandapipes and how they are set up into a system of
nonlinear equations is presented in Appendix A. In the current version of pandapipes, it is possible to
calculate hydraulic properties for compressible and incompressible media and to perform a subsequent
heat transfer calculation for incompressible media.

3.1.3. The Controller Architecture and Time Series Simulations

Typically, not only one stationary state is of interest, but instead the grid state has to be observed
over a specified period of time, for example a representative day or a full year. For this purpose,
pandapipes provides a dedicated function that starts a loop over the time period, as shown in Figure 3.
The resolution can be defined by the user and should be chosen such that steady-state simulations
are applicable. Typical increments range between minutes and one hour. Since each time step is
calculated separately, there is no limitation in the number of time steps, and the simulation time scales
linearly. Connected devices can be modeled with the help of time series data stored in a file or through
a dedicated control scheme. Time series data are loaded in every time step and handed over to the
grid structure in the time step initialization. For the implementation of control schemes, a controller
architecture is implemented in pandapipes that is based on pandapower (cf. [55]). Controllers can be
used to control process variables (e.g., the pressure at a specific node) by setting reference variables
(e.g., the feed-in at this node). As they are implemented as Python classes, a new controller class
can inherit properties, especially the interface to the data structure, from a controller parent class.
Developers who need to introduce a new model can thus focus on the physical modeling. In every
time step of the time series loop, an internal control loop is started that iterates over the controllers
and performs several pipe flows until all controllers are converged.

3.2. Illustrating Adaptable MEG Model Setup: Introduction to Pandapipes Multi-Energy

The coupling points of energy infrastructures are facilities such as CHP plants, heat pumps or
P2G devices. As their specific models are usually not inherent to a grid calculation, they need to be
implemented in a separate structure. In the relevant literature, the concept of energy hubs is prominent
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in modeling such facilities [56,57]. An energy hub is a generic formulation of a unit that stores or
converts energy between different infrastructures. The energy conversion and storage must follow
rules which are usually defined by a control scheme.

Start

Stopi < timesteps?

false

Time series loop
false

true

i + 1

Controller_n.
timestep()

..
. ..

.

Controller_1.
control_step()

..
.

false

false

false

Controllers converged?

true

pipeflow

Time step initialization

Calculation

Controller convergence

Controller_1.
converged()?

Controller_2.
converged()?

Controller_n.
converged()?

Controller_2.
control_step()

Controller_n.
control_step()

true true

true

Control loop

Controller_1.
timestep()

Controller_2.
timestep()

Figure 3. Flowchart of the time series and controller calculation and how the pipe flow is embedded in
the process.

For this purpose, the multi-energy module of pandapipes extends the controller architecture to
couple different grids with the help of special coupling controllers. It defines a superordinate MEG
structure containing several grids along multi-energy controllers that can model the energy transfer
between them, as shown in Figure 4. For example, a heat pump can be modeled as a unit that converts
electrical energy as an input from a power grid into a heat flow as an output to a heat grid. With the
help of a heat pump characteristic and the heat grid temperature as second input, an operating point
with its coefficient of performance can be calculated. If it is used to control the temperature at the
outlet node, several control iterations with successive pipe flow calculations can be necessary to set
the power correctly. As the controllers exchange data with the connected grids for the purpose of
controlling certain variables, it is easily possible for them to also ensure a correct model of the energy
transfer. Thus, they serve as energy hub model implementations as well.

The described approach differs from those used in other MEG simulation tools, as the equations of
components in different infrastructures are not summed up in a single system matrix or problem
formulation. Therefore, it allows for a high degree of flexibility; nevertheless, it leaves power
balance checks to the controller implementations and might lead to a slightly lower performance.
Although different calculations for different infrastructures are necessary, such as in an approach
using a co-simulation platform, all calculations are performed within the same environment, and no
communication interface between different tools is required. This drastically reduces the communication
overhead and simplifies the model setup. Moreover, the co-simulation is only performed on the inner
structure of the model; a user does not need to learn the specifics of different tools that are plugged
together, as pandapipes and pandapower implement an analogous user interface.

In the case of MEG simulations, time series studies are of special interest, as the coupling facilities
can be used to shift power peaks in time. Time series simulations also allow analyzing the effectiveness
of a certain control scheme. For this purpose, the multi-energy module defines a specialized time
series simulation setup for MEGs. In each time step, the controllers of the individual grids are called
along with the multi-energy controllers for coupling. Several simulations of each grid might be
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required until all controllers converge. The multi-energy grid model is the core of the MEG simulation
environment based on pandapipes and pandapower. This simulation environment can serve as basis
for a framework to tackle challenges in the field of planning and operation analysis of MEGs.
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Control
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Energy
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Control
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Multi-energy controller

Multi-energy controller

Power grid simulation

Heat grid simulation

Energy
output

Energy
input

Control
variable

Setpoint

Control
variable

Setpoint

Multi-energy grid simulation

Figure 4. Overview of the internal structure of the MEG simulation environment based on the
pandapipes multi-energy module. It defines a multi-energy grid model consisting of different grids
that can be simulated with pandapipes and pandapower functions. These grids are coupled with
multi-energy controllers which can vary set points to adjust control variables, as well as model the
energy transfer between the coupled grids.

3.3. Illustrating Performance: Comparison between Pandapipes and STANET®

Studies that analyze the operation and design of MEGs usually require a large number of
evaluations in different configurations. Furthermore, these studies often require time series simulations
as mentioned previously. Therefore, a detailed study of different configurations of an MEG setup can
easily require several thousands to millions of single simulation steps, demanding a highly performant
core. This requirement can be satisfied by the use of pandapipes. To analyze the performance of
pandapipes, we compare it to STANET®, one of the leading piping grid simulation tools available on
the German market.

3.3.1. Simulation Setup for the Performance Comparison between Pandapipes and STANET®

As performance comparisons are highly dependent on the given setup, our goal is to create an
environment with an equal base for both tools. The following calculations are all run on an ordinary
laptop with the specifications given in Table A2 of Appendix B. For the performance comparison, we
conduct time series calculations for one entire day in increments of 15 min (96 time steps) for three
grids of different sizes. We repeat the calculation 20 times to minimize the effect of outlier results. The
following three grids, shown in Appendix C, are analyzed:

• The district heating grid (Figure A1) consists of four heat exchangers and is operated at 6 bar and
43 °C. The demand of each heat exchanger is constant over time. No fluid supply is required, as
the grid is considered to be a closed system. Solely the pump ensures a circulation of the fluid
and provides the required heat supply.
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• The water grid (Figure A2) comprises 105 sinks and is operated at 6 bar as well. To increase the
complexity, each sink follows an individual time series.

• The gas grid (Figure A3) is derived from grid data in [7] by removing gas service pipes and
aggregating sinks at close-by junctions. It is operated at 1 bar and consists of 1506 sinks, each of
which is assigned to one of 132 representative profile types.

The intention of creating three diverse grids is to cover many aspects affecting the performance
in an efficient way, while being aware that this approach cannot identify all aspects of simulation
performance individually. One of the relevant aspects is the considered energy carrier. For example,
simulating a district heating grid in pandapipes always requires a subsequent heat transfer simulation
in addition to the hydraulic simulation, as can be seen in the flowchart in Figure 2. This is usually not
necessary for simulations of water and gas grids. Therefore, all three simulation options that can be
modeled with pandapipes are represented in this work: hydraulic calculation of compressible and
incompressible media and the additional heat transfer calculation of incompressible media.

Another aspect that we consider as relevant is the number of different components integrated in a
grid model. Therefore, the water grid comprises all components that can be modeled in pandapipes,
except for the heat exchanger.

Additionally, the number of nodes and branches has a significant effect on the simulation speed.
The three grids were chosen to compare different orders of magnitude of model size, i.e., numbers of
nodes and branches.

A last effect we identified is the meshing degree. Therefore, the district heating and water grid
have up to 30% higher meshing degrees compared to the gas grid.

We did not investigate the effect of the number of time steps explicitly. However, as each time
step is simulated independently, i.e., previous time step results are not used as solver initialization,
one can assume that the pure simulation time is increasing linearly with the number of time steps.

An overview of relevant grid characteristics is given in Table 2. It shows that the water grid has
the highest number of different component types. The district heating and gas grid contain the same
number of component types, but the types differ as well as the model size. The meshing degree of the
water grid is slightly higher compared to the district heating grid and much higher compared to the gas
grid. The table also shows that the total number of components installed in the different grids increases
at a disproportionately low rate, whereas the number of profiles increases at a disproportionately high
rate with model size.

Table 2. Characteristics of the three analyzed grids. Presented are the number of components for each
component type, the number of profiles and the meshing degree.

Grids District Heating Water Gas

# junctions 20 151 2634 (1128 in service)

# pipes 18 149 2634 (1128 in service)

# sinks - 105 1506

# pumps 1 1 -

# valves - 44 -

# heat exchangers 4 - -

# external grids - 1 1

# profiles - ** 105 132

meshing degree * 1.21 1.29 1.00

* The meshing degree is calculated with the formula ν = Nb
Nn

, where Nb stands for the number of branches
(including all branch elements such as pipes, pumps, valves, etc.) and Nn stands for the number of nodes
(including all junctions minus the reference one). The formula is based on [58].
** The values for the components are fixed over all time steps.
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3.3.2. Comparison of Calculation Time

The performance results are displayed in Figure 5, retrieved from 20 simulation runs of 96 time
steps for each grid conducted in pandapipes and STANET®, respectively. The average results are
represented by the colored bars. The standard deviation is not visualized, as the differences are
marginal. The average calculation time and corresponding standard deviation can be found in Table
A3 of Appendix D.
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Figure 5. Calculation time results for three exemplary grids modeled in pandapipes and STANET®.
The plots display the average values from 20 simulation runs. A comparison is conducted between the
pure simulation time (pipe flow) and the total time, overhead included.

We distinguish between the pure simulation time and the total time. While the simulation time
just comprises the required time for the pipe flow calculations, the total time additionally includes the
overhead time such as loading profiles and saving results. In each bar plot, the average simulation
time is represented by the lower number while the total time by the number above.

For both tools, an increasing model size also leads to an increase of the total simulation time,
but with different characteristics. In the case of STANET®, both overhead and pure simulation time
increase with the number of nodes and branches. Pandapipes, in contrast, reveals a similar overhead
time in the case of the heat and water grid, while it is much bigger for the gas grid simulation. The
pure simulation time shows that the solver requires more time for the smaller water grid than for
the much bigger gas grid. This anomaly can be led back to the number of solver iterations to reach
convergence. While, in the case of the gas grid, usually two to three iterations are required, the solver
is called seven to eight times in the case of the water grid. This behavior can probably be explained by
the higher meshing degree. As each Newton step of the dependent variables influences more other
dependent variables, the number of solver iterations increases for meshed grids. For a closer look at
the mathematical model formulation, refer to Appendix A.

A comparison of both tools reveals that pandapipes is always faster than STANET®. While,
in the case of the smallest grid, pandapipes is only three times faster, the difference becomes more
predominant with model size, making pandapipes up to nine times faster in the case of the gas grid.
One reason can be found in the additional overhead such as the graphical user interface (GUI) which
STANET® provides.

However, comparing the pure simulation times with one another, the solver alone also claims
more time in case of STANET® compared to pandapipes. One of the main reasons we identified might
be the readout speed of the profile data. In our examinations, the time spent to read the data from the
disc is almost negligible, as we choose a very efficient method. This fact, however, shifts as soon as
another data format such as .csv is used, slowing down pandapipes massively. In STANET®, the used
format is .dbf, which might cause the big performance difference.

Another reason might be additional implementations in the case of STANET®. For example, it
considers the temperature dependency of the dynamic viscosity, which is still neglected in pandapipes.
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However, the absolute deviations between the pandapipes and STANET® results, visualized in Figure
A4 of Appendix E, emphasize that both results still match well.

Furthermore, additional reasons can be causal for the diverging simulation speed, including
system dependencies or the investigated grid; both we only analyzed to a limited degree. Furthermore,
our look below the hood of STANET® was only possible as far as the manual took us, as the software
itself is closed source. Therefore, our conclusions are limited by the information in the instruction book.
However, in all our investigations, we tried to be as transparent and unbiased as possible.

4. Solving Problems of Coupled Multi-Energy Grid Simulation with Pandapipes Multi-Energy

4.1. Use Case 1: Local Peak Shaving Strategies to Support the Supply of District Heating Grids

4.1.1. Introduction to the Problem

One of the main reasons for coupling infrastructures on district scale is that the synergies between
them can drive energy reduction and reduce overall costs by shifting excess power from one energy
carrier to another. This energy shift relies on sophisticated control strategies, which requires time series
simulations in the design phase [59].

In the InnoNEX project [60], operation strategies were developed to convert and store available
excess power generated by photovoltaic (PV) plants as thermal energy. The excess energy supplied a
centrally aligned heat pump connected to a district heating grid, as well as electric heaters installed
in the domestic hot water storages of consumer households. In this way, the excess power could
be used to cover peak loads occurring at a later time. A detailed model of the district heating grid
enabled the evaluation of temperature levels and thus thermal losses in the grid. Nevertheless, no
model was created for the electrical grid, which made it impossible to react to certain events such as
the overloading of lines. Thus, the state of the electrical network was not respected by the operation
strategy.

A similar, but more complex simulation setup, consisting of different tools combined in a
co-simulation framework and coupled with an optimization tool, was used in [24,61]. The tools
are used to maximize self-consumption from RES and minimize CO2-emissions and electricity imports
to the district. Typically, a co-simulation approach acts as a performance bottleneck. This is different
with pandapipes multi-energy, where all models are included in one tool, thereby simplifying the
model setup.

In the use case we analyze, the heat energy—consisting of the demand for space heating and
domestic hot water—for a small neighborhood is supplied by a district heating grid fed by a centrally
positioned heat pump. The operation of the heat pump depends on the status of the power grid.
Therefore, a coupling model between the electrical and district heating grid has to be provided. We
assume that the heat pump has access to a low temperature heat source, so that an inlet temperature
of 45 °C or alternatively 55 °C can be supplied. However, legal regulations for legionella require a
minimum temperature of the domestic hot water of 55 °C.

Every building connected to the district heating grid has a domestic hot water storage. The
storage extracts heat from the heating grid using a heat exchanger. To lift the temperature from the
district heating grid temperature level to the required temperature of at least 55 °C, an electric heater is
placed inside the storage.

All buildings are equipped with PV plants whose primary purpose is the electrical supply of
household appliances. If excess power is available, it can be used by the electric heaters inside the
storages. Further excess power is then fed into the electrical distribution grid. Because of their ability
to both create and consume power, the households are also called prosumers throughout this use case.

The heat pump heats its storage to 55 °C if the prosumers provide sufficient renewable power to
cover the heat pump’s electrical demand. Otherwise, the provided heat pump temperature is 45 °C and
the required power is supplied partially by excess PV feed-in and power drawn from the connected
distribution grid. As an additional constraint, the temperature of the heat pump can only be raised
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if this operation mode does not lead to a line overloading in the connected electrical grid. If a line
overloading occurs even at a provided temperature of 45 °C, the heat pump enters a power saving
mode, where nearly no mass flow is provided and no power is consumed.

The neighborhood consists of 12 buildings. The topologies of the power and district heating grid
are shown in Figure 6. A detailed flow chart of the implemented control strategies for the electric
heaters and the heat pump can be found in Appendix F.

Figure 6. The power grid (blue) and district heating grid (orange) set up in pandapower and
pandapipes, respectively. The power grid also shows an overloaded line highlighted in green color.
Besides raising the temperature, the heat pump also provides the functionality of a circulation pump.

4.1.2. Use Case Implementation

Both pandapower and pandapipes only have access to a small set of components, such as sinks
and sources. More detailed components, such as the required prosumers and the heat pump, have to
be modeled as controllers.

Figure 7 shows a sketch of the prosumer controller and its components. As depicted, each water
storage is connected to the pandapipes district heating grid via a heat exchanger. In every time step,
the mass flow and inlet temperature (Tnet, ṁ) are extracted and used as an input to simulate the water
storage temperature. If activated, the electric heater is powered with a constant value of 1 kW. The
amount of extracted heat by the water storage heat exchanger and the heat required for space heating
is transferred to the pandapipes net (qnet).

Besides, the controller is connected to a static generator (sgen) component in the power grid model.
Depending on the sign of the power variable, this component may represent a producer or a consumer.
In each time iteration, the current excess power is determined by the prosumer controller according to
Equation (1) and transferred to the sgen component. Here, PV(t) denotes the power provided by the
PV plant and load(t) denotes the electrical demand of all devices in the household except the electric
heater heating the water storage. The latter is described with the variable dhwel(t). If ep(t) is negative,
the available PV power is not sufficient to cover the electrical demand. In this case, power has to be
fed in by the power grid.

ep(t) = PV(t)− load(t)− dhwel(t) (1)
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The described data exchange between the controller and the connected grid models is started
via the controller’s time step initialization, where models of arbitrary complexity may be included.
The water storage temperature T is computed via the differential Equation (2). A numerical solution
for the storage temperature of the next time step is determined using a differential equation solver
provided by the Python package scipy [62].

ρ ·V · cp ·
dT
dt

= −α · Asur f ace · (T − Text)− ṁ · cp · ∆T + Pheater + qnet. (2)

The time series for the PV power plant, the electrical household loads and for space heating
are provided as external sources. They have been generated with models described in more detail
in [63,64].

ep(t)

Household load

Water storage &
Electric heater

Load profile

PV profile

Space heating  
profile

Power grid

sgen

Heat grid

Heat exchanger

Tnet,  

qnet

Figure 7. Sketch of the prosumer and relevant components. Relevant data interfaces are represented
by arrows.

A diagram of the implemented heat pump controller and its interfaces to the pandapower and
pandapipes components is shown in Figure 8. It is also connected to a water storage. The heat pump
feeds directly into the storage (with a provided temperature Tin), which in turn is connected to the
pandapipes district heating grid. The current storage temperature (Tstorage) computed in every time
step as well as the mass flow (ṁ) provided by the pump are parameters for the pandapipes component.
The heat pump controller is also connected to a load component of the power grid. It transfers the
required power (Pel) for operating the heat pump in every time step.

Heat Pump 
Power grid

Heating grid

Load

Circulation pump

Tstorage, 

Tret

Tin
Pel

Storage

Figure 8. The heat pump controller component and its connections with the pandapower and
pandapipes grid models.
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Regarding the district heating grid, it has to be emphasized that transient effects are currently not
respected by pandapipes (see also Appendix A). It has to be noted that neglecting inertial effects will
lead to a loss of accuracy for the simulation, which can be accepted because of the following reasons:

• The simulation is performed in 15 min increments with the temperature being evaluated every
50 m. The heat pump supplies a pressure which is high enough to make sure that the fluid arrives
at the consumers within one time step.

• If inertial effects were not neglected, depending on the ambient temperature and pipe insulation,
the fluid temperature would continuously adopt to the steady state. By neglecting inertia, we
observe a worst case where the fluid temperature instantaneously mixes with ambient temperature
levels. As the primary intention in this use case is to show how the state of one grid influences the
state of a coupled grid, this approach is feasible without a detailed analysis of the heating grid.

4.1.3. Result Evaluation

To show that the state of the power grid may influence the state of the district heating grid, we
examine two days in July of the selected test reference year 2015 [65]. In this month, the excess power
produced by the PV power plants is typically enough to supply not only the electric heaters of the
buildings but also the heat pump. Since space heating is hardly required, it is not discussed in the
following. On the first day, the green power line depicted in Figure 6 would have been overloaded,
so the storage temperature does not rise to 55 °C. This is only possible on Day 2. Figure 9 not only
shows the temperature of the heat pump storage, but also a plot for the heat pump control signal.
Additionally, the excess power is displayed.

Figure 9. (Top) The storage temperature of the heat pump storage. (Middle) The Heat Pump control
signal. (Bottom) Available excess power for the whole neighborhood. The green line visualizes
available excess power after demand for households (hh), domestic hot water (DHW) and heat pump
is subtracted.

The blue curve shows the available excess power after the household loads of all houses have
been subtracted. The orange line represents the total excess power after the power requirements for
the electric heaters are subtracted. The green line shows the amount of total available excess power
that could be fed into the external grid. We see that the amount of available excess power is further
reduced by the heat pump operation.

A similar result, focused on one building in the neighborhood, is shown in Figure 10. The top
panel shows the storage temperature during the two days. The required thermal power is supplied by
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the district heating grid and the electric heater. The slope of the storage temperature is connected to
the demand profile shown in the plot in the middle. The lower panel displays the available excess
power for the observed household. Again, the blue curve represents the generated PV output minus
the household loads and the orange curve adds the required heater power. Note that the storage
temperature plot reflects the control algorithm of Figure A5. For example, the heater is turned off after
the secondary set point temperature of 70 °C is reached.
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Figure 10. (Top) The storage temperature of one building in the neighborhood. (Middle) The demand
profile for domestic hot water (DHW) for the two observed days. (Bottom) Available excess power for
the building. The blue line represents the generated PV output minus the demand of all household (hh)
loads except the power needed to heat the drinking water storage. This heater power is considered in
the orange line, which represents the total available excess power.

4.2. Use Case 2: Flexibility Provision of Power-To-Gas Devices

4.2.1. State-of-the-Art Review

In some regions of Germany, especially in the north with high shares of wind power, the
fluctuating feed-in from RES already leads to grid congestion situations, some of which also occur
in distribution grids [66]. One possibility to mitigate such congestion situations is to expand and
reinforce the distribution grid, which is a long-term strategy with high capital requirements. Other
options include curtailment of renewable feed-in, redispatch with other power plants or demand-side
management. Those operational interventions are short-term and the single measures are rather
resource sparing. To implement them in a cost-efficient way, market platforms for trading flexibility
options have received more attention recently [67]. Sector coupling facilities such as CHP plants or
P2G devices are considered to have great potential as such flexibility providers [68,69].

Since local flexibility markets are a rather new concept, the model development is still in its early
phase. In [70], CHP plants are modeled with a detailed bidding strategy and some operational limits,
but the coupled gas grid and heating infrastructure are neglected completely. In [71], an integrated
gas and power grid optimal power flow is presented to use CHP plants with thermal storages as
flexibilities for operation cost minimization. The authors showed its performance in a small test
case for a two-day period. An analysis of linepack flexibility is presented in [72] with the help of a
multi-stage procedure, including several separate evaluations of the gas and power grid. The potential
of P2G devices to reduce necessary curtailment of RES is analyzed in [73] with the help of an integrated
optimization formulation for the power and gas grid, modeling P2G devices with a constant efficiency.
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4.2.2. Use Case Implementation

A model for analyzing flexibility provision was also implemented in pandapower within the
project NEW 4.0 [74]. This model is similar to the approach in [75] and will be described in detail
in separate publications. An OPF is used to set the active and reactive power values of flexibilities
to a cost optimal value which deviates as little as possible from their predefined set points. For P2G
devices, a feedback from the coupled grid should be taken into account. There, the P2G devices’
operation could lead to the violation of operational constraints, thus decreasing their potential to serve
as flexibilities in the power grid.

An approach to integrate gas grid constraints into the flexibility provision model was developed
with pandapipes multi-energy on the basis of synthetically created grids. The medium voltage (MV)
electric grid [55,76] geographically overlaps with the medium pressure gas grid [7], as shown in
Figures 11 and A6. To better show the effects occurring in the gas grid, we altered some of the data.
More details of the two grids are given in Appendix G. The grid data are complemented with time
series for load and generation. Standard load profiles are used for electric loads and load profiles based
on typical heating demand considering probabilistic occupancy are used for the gas consumers [77,78].
Time series of PV and wind power feed-in are provided for all RES sites and combined into three
scenarios: the PV scenario with 100% PV feed-in, the wind scenario with 100% feed-in from wind
power and the mix scenario with 50% feed-in from PV and 50% from wind power. Table 3 gives a
small summary of the maximum power and annually generated or consumed energy.

2 km

HV/MV Station
Feeder 1
Feeder 2
High Pressure Connection
Gas Junctions
Gas Pipes
Gas Loads

Figure 11. Structure of the power grid consisting of two feeders and the gas grid that partially overlaps
with both feeders.

The operational constraints that lead to adaptations of the RES and P2G feed-in are shown in
Table 4, along with boundary conditions. We consider a maximum line current and node voltage in
the power grid and a maximum pressure and P2G feed-in in the gas grid. As we analyze two different
P2G processes—one with successive methanation and one with direct hydrogen feed-in—there are two
different constraints that limit the feed-in. In the configurations with methane feed-in, we assume that
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there is a uni-directional flow at the reference node, because normally compressors that could feed in
gas to the high pressure grid are not part of gas pressure regulation stations. In the configurations with
hydrogen feed-in, we assume that the volume fraction at the connected node must remain below 10%.

Table 3. Maximum power and total energy over year aggregated for the RES in three different scenarios
(PV, wind and mix) and for the loads in the power and gas grid.

RES (PV) RES (wind) RES (mix) Electric Loads Gas Loads

maximum power [MW] 54.6 68.5 47.2 17.2 15.8
total energy over year [GWh] 77.8 110.0 94.0 80.7 38.2

Table 4. Constraints and boundary conditions for the grid simulations. Voltage and current limits
apply for the whole power grid. Pressure and hydrogen fraction limits apply only for the power-to-gas
(P2G) connection node, as the respective maximum value will always occur there. NHH stands for the
number of households connected to the gas grid.

Power Grid Gas Grid

preset voltage at slack node Vslack = 1.01 p.u. preset pressure at reference node prn = 0.7bar

maximum voltage Vmax = 1.06 p.u. maximum pressure P2G node pP2G,max = 0.75bar
maximum line loading Imax = 0.6 Imax,th maximum feed-in with methane ṁmax,P2G = ∑NHH

l=1 ṁl
maximum hydrogen fraction xH2,vol,max = 10%

We perform a simulation for a full year in increments of 15 minutes with the approach depicted
in Figure 12. This approach considers differences in demand and weather occurring over the course of
the year. It makes use of the special structure and the time series and controller architecture defined in
pandapipes multi-energy. In each time step, constant controllers write values from load and generation
profiles to the respective pandapipes and pandapower grid tables. In the case of a single P2G device,
one of those values is the maximum P2G power according to the physical correlations described in
Appendix H. Based on the results of a subsequent power flow, a central power grid controller checks
for constraint violations according to Table 4. In the case of violations, an OPF can reset the power of
the P2G devices and RES to comply with the power grid constraints. The next triggered controller is
the P2G controller. It first transforms the adapted power of the P2G devices to a mass flow according
to a P2G model and performs a pipe flow simulation. Then, it checks for violations of the gas grid
constraints. The maximum feed-in constraint can only be violated in the case of multiple installed P2G
devices, as otherwise it is pre-calculated as stated above. When it is violated, the possible feed-in is
calculated based on the total gas consumption according to the equations described in Appendix H and
the necessary mass flow reduction is distributed over all P2G devices proportionally to their identified
feed-in. If the maximum pressure constraint is violated, the P2G devices are replaced with reference
nodes with fixed pressure at the maximum value to identify the allowed feed-in. After transforming
the identified maximum mass flows back to the maximum powers of the P2G devices, they will be
considered by the OPF in the next control loop. This feedback from one controller to the other is not
a realistic control loop and thus can only be used to identify the technical potential. In reality, these
calculations have to be performed with forecasted grid states introducing an uncertainty that needs
to be dealt with. We demonstrate that this approach is able to mitigate any constraint violations in
Appendix I for an excerpt of a full year simulation shown in Figure A8.

4.2.3. Study of the Power-To-Gas Flexibility Potential

As the presented approach ensures a secure operation of both power and gas grid, it can be used
to study how P2G devices can effectively be integrated into a coupled infrastructure. We performed
a large-scale analysis for different RES scenarios and different numbers, positions and sizes of P2G
devices, leading to a total of 462 different configurations. The possible positions of the P2G devices
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with their connections to power and gas grid are shown in Figure A7. The option of direct hydrogen
feed-in is only considered in the case of connection to the reference node. In all other positions, the
fluid composition would not be the same everywhere, which is not possible to model with the applied
version of pandapipes. An overview of the configuration setup is given in Table 5. We distinguish
between the power grid restricted (PR) case, where gas grid constraints are neglected, and the power
and gas grid restricted (PGR) case, where gas grid constraints are considered with a feedback loop.
More details can be found in Appendix I. Performing such a large study is only possible with the
help of a parallelized approach conducted on a computer cluster, as an OPF is very time consuming.
Relevant questions that can be addressed with the analysis are to what degree the P2G device can
reduce RES curtailment and what influence the gas grid constraints have on this result for different
configurations. As the main economic factor in this setting is the curtailed energy, we look at the
results of a full year simulation.

constant controllers:
write constant values

powerflow

central controller:
power grid constraints 

Violations?

OPF

PRES + P2G

P2G controller:
gas grid constraints 

Violations?

 max, P2G with
simplified model

Pmax, P2G

All converged 
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falsetrue
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Time series loop

Control loop
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i + 1
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Figure 12. Setup of the P2G operation for reducing congestions in the power grid. The calculations in
pandapower and pandapipes ensure that all power grid and all gas grid constraints are satisfied. For
this approach, the pandapipes multi-energy grid structure and its time series and control architecture
are used.

Table 5. Configuration setup analyzed for the P2G flexibility potential study. All combinations lead to
a total of 462 different configurations to be analyzed.

P2G Devices RES Scenario P2G Power [MW] Fluid Positions Case

0 PV, mix, wind - - - base, PR
1 PV, mix, wind 1–10 H2, CH4 1 PR, PGR
1 PV, mix, wind 1, 2, 5, 10 CH4 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 PR, PGR
2 PV, mix, wind 1, 2, 5, 10 CH4 1 + (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) PR, PGR
2 PV, mix, wind 1, 5, 10 CH4 (2, 3, 4) + (5, 6) PR, PGR
6 PV, mix, wind 1, 2, 5 CH4 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 PR, PGR

For the three RES scenarios, Figure 13 shows results of curtailed energy from RES and the
reduction of this curtailment through the P2G devices in relation to the installed P2G capacity (Relative
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Curtailment Reduction-RCR). The latter is an important key performance indicator, as installation costs
of P2G devices mainly scale with the installed capacity. We look at four configurations, one without
P2G device, one with the highest RES curtailment reduction, one with the highest impact of the gas
grid constraints and one with the highest RCR. As can be seen, the potential to reduce curtailment is
especially high in the case of the mix scenario. This is mainly due to the more distributed and lower
RES feed-in peaks compared to the PV or wind scenario, which can be absorbed more easily by the
P2G devices. The influence of the gas grid constraints is the highest in the PV scenario, which is to be
expected, as the highest PV peaks occur during summer, when gas consumption is usually very low
and thus the gas feed-in is limited. However, the impact is rather small in general: the P2G potential is
reduced by less than 20% in all scenarios for the configurations with the highest curtailment reduction.
In the configurations with the highest RCR, this is even less, which raises the question whether a
detailed gas grid simulation is necessary in this kind of analysis. It might be possible to identify simple
rules that can be considered as constraints in the OPF. Furthermore, it is obvious that position 2 is very
promising for placing a P2G device, which is due to its sensitivity to line overloading occurrences in
the power grid near that position.

Figure 13. Analysis of the curtailed RES energy and its relative reduction by the P2G device in relation
to the size (right-aligned due to the inverse behavior compared to the curtailment) for the three RES
scenarios and different configurations. The simulated cases considering power grid restrictions (PR)
and power and gas grid restrictions (PGR) are shown in different colors to highlight the influence of the
gas grid constraints on the results. Considering gas grid constraints leads to a lower P2G employment,
so that more energy from RES needs to be curtailed.

Another result of interest is how the potential to reduce curtailment changes with the installed
capacity and number of P2G devices. Figure 14 shows the RCR for one, two and six installed P2G
devices with capacities ranging from 1 to 10 MW in the PGR case. For different positions and RES
scenarios, the results vary greatly, as can be seen from the box plots. In general, the curtailment is not
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reduced much further with increasing P2G capacity, so that the RCR decreases. There are mainly two
reasons for this. On the one hand, the higher P2G power is required less often to resolve all congestions
due to a lower occurrence of high RES peaks. On the other hand, the higher P2G power is more often
restricted by the gas grid constraints. It also means that the RCR is expected to increase with further
decreasing P2G size.
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Figure 14. Influence of the installed capacity and number of P2G devices. For the configurations
with devices at one, two and six positions, the relative reduction of renewable energy sources (RES)
curtailment is given as distribution over all analyzed configurations.

The previous analysis is of qualitative nature and it is not possible to derive the optimal P2G
capacity from it. There are many unconsidered factors, besides the RCR, that influence whether a
P2G device can be operated economically. The costs of installing and operating a P2G device need to
be compared to RES curtailment costs and grid expansion costs. Furthermore, there might be other
business cases for the P2G device. Thus, it is necessary to compare different options, such as operating
the device at times of low electricity prices, implementing a local flexibility market or direct contracting
for delivering ancillary services. These options could even complement each other. Analyzing these
questions would require an extension of the methods we presented.

5. Summary and Conclusions

We present the new open source simulation tool pandapipes. When coupled with pandapower
through the multi-energy module, it forms a powerful environment for the coupled simulation of
MEGs. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first such simulation environment that is available
open-source and does not require proprietary software to work. After analyzing the field of MEG
simulation approaches and tools, we defined three criteria that should be addressed by a dedicated tool:
clear data structure, adaptable MEG model setup and performance. In the following, we describe the
internal structure and performance of pandapipes in relation to these criteria. Then, we demonstrate
two use cases. In the first, we analyzed local peak shaving strategies in combination with district
heating grids. In the second case, we performed a large study on the potential of a P2G device to serve
as flexibility in a coupled power and gas grid. Although these use cases are based on artificial data,
they are examples of typical research studies and show that the presented tool is very powerful at
performing coupled simulations. They also underline the importance of the criteria with respect to
large research studies.
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We explain that new holistic planning approaches require tools which are able to model the
effects of interactions between different infrastructures. Such tools must implement detailed models
of different grids and their interconnections and handle large amounts of data efficiently. The open
source tool pandapipes is such a tool, as it addresses the criteria that we specify above:

• With its internal architecture, pandapipes addresses the criterion of a clear data structure. Using
pandas tables for input parameters and results enables an easy setup and adaptation of grid states
and post-processing with the help of convenient pandas functions. Large time series simulations
can be performed and results stored efficiently. The use of numpy arrays with a unified design
makes the internal structure clear for developers, and parts of the calculation logic can be adapted
without putting much effort into its restructuring.

• The specialized multi-energy module addresses the criterion of an adaptable MEG model setup.
Models for coupling components can be chosen from the existing implementations or defined by
the user himself. In the use cases, we showed the flexibility of these models, as controllers were
defined for heat pumps and P2G devices that relied on results of heating and gas grid simulations.
This information can be exchanged at run time of the control loop. By connecting different control
strategies and types of simulations, a wide range of research questions can be addressed.

• The comparison to STANET® illustrated the performance of pandapipes, which we identified
as another criterion. Comparing run times of time series simulations for different grid models
between the two tools revealed that pandapipes is faster in each simulation setup. One possible
reason is the handling of time series data, which is especially important in MEG simulations.
The performant core makes pandapipes a perfect tool for extensive investigations, including
probabilistic grid planning, time series, Monte Carlo and placement studies. Unlike with
co-simulation environments, the coupling of simulations hardly adds any overhead to the
simulation time. The demonstrated use cases underline how crucial performance is, as a large
number of simulations had to be performed for each of the studies. Comparisons to other tools,
especially open source tools such as EPANET [79], should be considered in the future.

One of the main findings in the demonstrated use cases is that the coupling components between
different grids are important influencing factors for the grid states. A typical use case for sector
coupling is to shift excess power from electric grids to other energy carriers, such as heat or gas. In
the first use case, the operation strategy of a central heat pump connected to a district heating grid
is influenced by the possible event of overloaded lines in the power grid. This operation strategy in
turn influences the heat supplied to the district heating grid consumers and necessitates the use of
additional decentralized heaters. In the second use case, P2G devices are used to reduce voltage and
line loading in a power grid by feeding hydrogen or methane into a natural gas grid. The feed-in has to
be limited in some cases due to operational limits of pressure, hydrogen blending or gas consumption.
Many of the effects occurring in both use cases can only be quantified with the help of detailed power,
gas and district heating grid simulations. This is possible with pandapipes for steady-state simulations,
which are often precise enough in the planning phase and for the simulation of long periods.

In the Introduction, we give a short overview of challenges in the field of energy infrastructure
design, which pandapipes can help to address. The assessment of supply options with different
energy infrastructures can be performed with pandapipes but requires detailed scenarios as input and
information of costs for further analysis. Grid integration and expansion studies have been performed
with pandapower already, and with pandapipes the principles can be transferred to district heating,
gas or hydrogen grids as well, also considering interconnections. The analysis and optimization of
operation strategies was demonstrated in the use cases, where the performance of pandapipes and
the possibility to perform the analysis on multiple cores was crucial. In the case of urban planning,
detailed modeling is especially important for new districts due to the small extent of the analyzed
infrastructure. Algorithms in analogy to [52] can be transferred to pandapipes and used as planning
approaches. The analysis of market design in some cases also necessitates a detailed view of the
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regulated grid infrastructure. An approach implemented with the help of pandapower in [70] could
make use of pandapipes as well in order to simulate sector coupling effects. In research, open source
tools are gaining attention, as they allow collaboration, model adaptation for specific use cases and
large-scale parallel utilization. Furthermore, open source tools are inherently transparent with respect
to the model implementations, which is especially important for reproducibility.

Although the presented simulation environment covers a large variety of use cases, there are still
model limitations that shall be addressed in future releases of pandapipes. For instance, up to now,
the heat transfer option is restricted to incompressible fluids, because in pandapipes the calculated
temperature does not influence the hydraulic fluid properties such as density or viscosity. Transient
calculations can be decisive in modeling effects of heat propagation in heat grids with integrated
storages, but also for modeling gas transport grids. Another missing feature is the calculation of fluid
mixtures and their propagation in a piping grid, especially for the evaluation of blending hydrogen
into natural gas grids. The models could be based on the descriptions in [80].

Other extensions could increase the range of functions and the performance in order to make
pandapipes more attractive for specific use cases. They include a speed-up of time series simulations,
new or extended libraries for component models and controllers, topology analyses and grids for
testing purpose. With the increasing interdependency of infrastructures, an integration of power
and piping grid simulations on kernel level will also become more important. This is especially true
for OPF calculations, where an optimal operation strategy must comply with the constraints of all
integrated grids. With such an integrated OPF, the flexibility provision model could be extended so
that the optimization is performed in one step without feedback loop. For this purpose, an approach
similar to those of Geidl and Andersson [12] or Acha et al. [71] could be chosen, or a port to existing
tools could be used, such as the GasPowerModels Julia package [81].
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Abbreviations

The following symbols and abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Symbols Explanation Unit
A area m2

cp heat capacity J
kg·K

d pipe diameter m
h height m
H heating value kJ

kg
I current A
l pipe length coordinate m
ṁ mass flow kg

s
N number [-]
p pressure Pa
∆p pressure difference Pa
P active power W
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q heat flow J
s

T temperature K
v flow velocity m

s
V voltage V
x fraction 1
α heat transfer coefficient W

m2·K
ζ pressure loss coefficient 1
η efficiency [-]
λ Darcy friction factor 1
ρ fluid density kg

m3

Subscripts
b referring to a branch
CH4 methane
ext external
H2 hydrogen
HH households
max maximum
n referring to a node
n1 referring to node 1 (entering a branch)
n2 referring to node 2 (leaving a branch)
N referring to the reference state
NG natural gas
net referring to the network
P2G power-to-gas device
rn at reference node
s superior
th thermal
slack at slack node
sur f ace referring to the surface
vol volumetric
Abbreviations
CHP Combined heat and power
ESMO Energy system modeling and optimization
GUI Graphical user interface
GS Grid simulation
MEG Multi-energy grid
MES Multi-energy system
MV Medium voltage
OPF Optimal power flow
P2G Power-to-gas
PGR Power and gas grid restricted
PR Power grid restricted
PV Photovoltaic
RCR Relative curtailment reduction
RES Renewable energy sources
sgen static generator

Appendix A. Mathematical Model Formulation in Pandapipes

For any piping grid, the laws of Kirchhoff apply. The nodal rule is given by Equations (A1) and
(A2), stating that incoming and outgoing mass and energy flows of a node must balance out. Here, ṁb
denotes the mass flow of a branch connected to the node and ṁn denotes the mass flow that enters
or leaves the system through the node itself. qn is the heat flow entering or leaving a node and Nb is
the number of branches connected; the subscripts in and out denote incoming and outgoing flows. As
a perfect mixture is assumed at each node, the temperature of all outgoing flows equate to the node
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temperature. Equation (A2) also assumes that no mass or energy enters or leaves the system through
the node.

Nb

∑
b=1

ṁb + ṁn =
Nb

∑
b=1

vb Abρb + ṁn = 0 (A1)

Nb

∑
b=1

qn =
Nb ,in

∑
b=1

ṁbcpTb −
Nb ,out

∑
b=1

ṁbcpTn = 0 (A2)

The mesh rule, given by Equations (A3) and (A4), states that pressure or temperature differences
within a mesh must sum up to 0. Here, Nb denotes the number of branches that span up one mesh.

Nb

∑
b=1

∆pb = 0 (A3)

Nb

∑
b=1

∆Tb = 0 (A4)

To solve for the unknown variables of node pressures and branch velocities, equations describing
dependencies of these variables must be set up. Physical models are implemented for different
components in pandapipes, which are divided into three types, namely nodes, branches connecting
two nodes and node elements, which are connected to single nodes and change their properties. Since
the component models are implemented as classes, they can be extended by anyone, if the desired
component behavior is not represented by the existing components. The following component models
are implemented in pandapipes:

• Junctions are the node representations. Their model implementation corresponds to the mass
and energy flow balance as formulated in Equations (A1) and (A2). However, since there are
only formulations for pressure and temperature drops in the system of equations, for at least one
junction, the pressure and temperature need to be preset as boundary conditions.

• External grids represent connections to other systems. This node element fixes pressure or
temperature for the connected junction to form the above stated boundary condition, thus turning
it into a reference node.

• Sinks and sources are node elements which insert a mass flow entering or leaving the connected
junction.

• Pipes are the main branch components, i.e., they connect two junctions, respectively. Their physical
representation is explained in the following paragraphs.

• Valves are branch components that can also disconnect the two connected junctions from each
other, depending on an “opened” flag. They are modeled as branches with length 0, but can still
introduce a lumped pressure loss.

• Pumps are branch components that introduce a pressure lift. The pressure lift is calculated
according to a characteristic that sets the operating point in dependency of the calculated flow
rate.

• Circulation pumps are useful for district heating grid calculations. At the outgoing junction, the
pressure is fixed and at the incoming junction the mass flow is set. This behavior corresponds to
two node elements: an external grid and a sink. It is a simplified component neglecting operation
limitations of a real pump.

An overview of the existing component models with the respective input parameters and results is
given in Table A1 and additional information can be found in the documentation [82]. Further component
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models, e.g., for compressors or pressure controllers, are currently under development. In the following,
we explain the equations introduced for branch components. The presented equations correspond to the
pipe component model, however they are applicable to other branch components as well, considering
their respective characteristics. For example, valves have a length of 0, which means that the Darcy friction
term is neglected and only a lumped pressure loss is introduced.

Table A1. Input parameters and results for the different pandapipes components.

Component Input Parameters Results

Name Description Unit Name Description Unit

Junction
pn rated pressure bar p pressure bar
Tf luid initial temperature K T temperature K
h height m

External grid pset fixed pressure bar ṁ mass flow to grid kg
s

Tset fixed temperature K

Sink/Source ṁ set mass flow kg
s ṁ mass flow to / from node kg

s
C scaling factor -

Pipe

l length km vmean mean velocity m
s

d diameter m ∆p pressure difference bar
k roughness mm Tf rom temperature at junction 1 K
η loss coefficient - Tto temperature at junction 2 K
α heat transfer coefficient W

m2·K ṁ mass flow through pipe kg
s

qext external heat flow W V̇N norm volume flow m3

s
Text external temperature K Re Reynolds number -
s number of sections - λ Darcy friction factor -

Valve

d diameter m vmean mean velocity m
s

opened flag for flow - ∆p pressure difference bar
η loss coefficient - ṁ mass flow through valve kg

s
V̇N norm volume flow m3

s

Pump stdtype pump standard type - ∆p pressure difference bar
(for characteristic)

Circulation pset pressure set point bar ∆p pressure difference bar

Pump pli f t pressure lift bar ṁ mass flow through pump kg
s

Tset temperature set point K

For an incompressible medium, the pressure variation along a pipe section with length dl can be
described using Equation (A5). The pressure difference is caused by three effects, described with the
terms on the right-hand side of the equation: the pressure loss due to friction is proportional to the
Darcy friction factor λ. It also depends on the pipe diameter d.

A lumped pressure loss can be expressed using the pressure loss coefficient ζ. This pressure loss
is introduced, e.g., by bends or components which are not represented by a component model. The
pressure losses due to both friction and lumped components are proportional to the dynamic pressure
ρ·v2

2 , where ρ is the fluid density and v is the flow velocity.
A pressure difference introduced by a given height difference ∆h between the connected junctions

is given by the last term. This difference depends on the fluid density and the gravitational acceleration
g.

dp = −ρ · v2

2
·
(

λ

d
· dl + ζ

)
+ ρ · g · dh (A5)
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In the case of compressible media, the density of the medium is expressed by using the ideal gas
law and a reference state, as shown in Equation (A7).

p
ρ · T =

pN
ρN · TN

(A6)

→ ρ = ρN ·
p · TN
pN · T

(A7)

The reference state, noted with the index N, corresponds to the known gas normal properties. To
add real gas behavior, the equations resulting from the description as an ideal gas can be modified by
a compressibility factor. For the reference state, a velocity can be found with the help of relation A8 for
the mass flow inside the pipe. By inserting Equation (A7), the system velocity can be formulated as a
function of the velocity of the reference state vN (Equation (A9)).

ṁ = ρ · A · v = ρN · A · vN (A8)

v =
pN · T · vN

p · TN
(A9)

Inserting Equation (A9) into Equation (A5) leads to Equation (A10) (including only pressure losses
due to pipe friction).

dp
dl

= −λ
ρN · v2

N
2 · d · pN

p
· T

TN
(A10)

Thus, the pressure losses in the pipe can be determined for the completely known reference state.
Because this equation only contains the gas velocity with respect to the reference state vN , the gas
velocity for the system has to be determined after the calculation of pressure losses from Equation
(A9).

Compressible media lead to a continuous velocity and pressure distribution along a pipe. To
capture these distributions, derivatives with respect to the pipe coordinate of Equation (A10) are
described with the finite difference method. As a result, the user can divide a pipe into several
subsections, gaining a finer resolution of solution variables for the pipe of interest.

If the heat transfer mode is started, Equation (A11) is solved for a pipe section with length dl. The
right-hand side describes a heat flow exchanged with the ambient, which has a temperature of Text.
This exchange is described via the heat transfer coefficient α. Besides, an optional heat flow qext can be
defined, which is evenly distributed along the pipe length. To solve this equation, the mass flow ṁ
has to be known. It can be determined by a preceding hydraulic calculation. The solution of Equation
(A11) again requires a finite difference method. As the equation does not contain a partial derivative
with respect to time, temperature distributions do not include inertial effects.

ṁcp
dT
dl

= −α · (Text − T) + ∆qext (A11)

In pandapipes, the described equations are set up in a system of nonlinear equations and the
unknown variables are found with the help of a Newton–Raphson method. We shortly describe the
procedure to find hydraulic unknown variables pn for nodes and vb for branches in the following.
Starting with an initial guess, the derivatives of the node and branch equations for the unknown
variables at the current guess are determined to find the next Newton step according to Equation (A12)
for nodes and Equation (A13) for branches. Here, ∆vb, ∆pn1 and ∆pn2 denote the Newton step to be
found for the branch velocities and the respective pressures of the two nodes connected to each branch.
∆pb denotes the pressure drop along the branch and ṁb the mass flow through the branch. For these
expressions, Equations (A5) and (A8) need to be inserted. These equations span a linearized system of
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equations that is solved for in pandapipes using the sparse matrix solver of scipy, which is based on
LU factorization [83].

Nb

∑
b=1

∂ṁb
∂vb
· ∆vb = ṁn (A12)

∂∆pb
∂pn1

· ∆pn1 +
∂∆pb
∂pn2

· ∆pn2 +
∂∆pb
∂vb

· ∆vb = ∆pb (A13)

Appendix B. System Specification of the Laptop Used for the Performance Comparison between
Pandapipes and STANET®

Table A2. PC setup for the performance test between pandapipes and STANET®.

Operating System Microsoft Windows 10 (64 bit)

CPU Intel Core i7-6700HQ

system memory 16 GB

solid-state drive Samsung MZ7TY256HDHP-000L7

graphic cards
Intel HD Graphics 530,
NVIDIA GeForce 940MX

Appendix C. Plots Displaying Grids Used for Performance Comparison

Junction
Pipe
Circulation Pump
Heat Exchanger

Figure A1. Heat grid used for performance comparison. It comprises 20 junctions and 18 pipes,
supplies 4 heat exchangers and is operated at 6 bar and 43 °C.
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Junction
Pipe
External Grid
Sink
Open Valve
Closed Valve
Pump

Figure A2. Water grid used for performance comparison. It comprises 151 junctions and 149 pipes,
supplies 105 sinks and is operated at 6 bar.

Junction
Pipe
External Grid
Sink

Figure A3. Reduced gas grid used for performance comparison. It comprises 1128 junctions and 1128
pipes, supplies 1506 sinks and is operated at 1 bar.
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Appendix D. Calculation Results of Performance Comparison between Pandapipes and STANET ®

Table A3. Results of the performance comparison: Average calculation time with standard deviation
for the three compared grids.

Heat Grid Water Grid Gas Grid

total time
pandapipes mean [s] 3.65 4.62 9.46

standard deviation [s] ±0.374 ±0.169 ±0.371

STANET® mean [s] 10.1 56.53 86.27
standard deviation [s] ±0.165 ±0.932 ±0.309

simulation time
pandapipes mean [s] 2.96 3.87 3.56

standard deviation [s] ±0.270 ±0.253 ±0.177

STANET® mean [s] 6.43 49.55 64.67
standard deviation [s] ±0.114 ±0.206 ±0.811

Appendix E. Deviation between Pandapipes and STANET® Results

Table A4 shows the calculation results for the three compared grids in pandapipes and STANET®.
To avoid division by near zero values, we compare the average results and their mean deviations for
pressure, velocity and temperature (only heat grid). The spread of absolute deviations is also shown in
Figure A4.

Table A4. Comparing the average junction and pipe results with the average deviation.

Measurand in the Corresponding Grid Average Result Mean Deviation Relative Deviation

pressure [bar]
heat grid 6.00 0.00065 0.011%
water grid 5.96 0.00015 0.0025%
gas grid 0.94 2.41 × 10−5 0.0025%

velocity
[m

s
] heat grid 0.015 3.76 × 10−5 0.25%

water grid 0.0049 0.00027 5.42%
gas grid 1.45 0.0010 0.071%

temperature [°C] heat grid 47.31 0.42 0.89%
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Figure A4. Absolute deviations of the pandapipes compared to the STANET® results. From left to right,
one can see the absolute deviations of pressure at the junctions, fluid velocity in the pipes and temperature
at the junctions for each grid, respectively. The absolute temperature deviation is only displayed for the
heat grid, as it is the only one where this value is derived from a heat transfer calculation.

Appendix F. Use Case 1: Additional Information on the Peak Shaving Algorithm

This section provides some additional information about the heat pump and prosumer controller. The
control strategies implemented for the heater components and the heat pump are shown in Figure A5.
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T > T_set_sec ? Heater OFF

 Excess Power > Heater 
Power?

Heater ON
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Heat_Pump 
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Line Overloaded?
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Heaters:
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Figure A5. Implemented control algorithms for the electric heaters inside the households (left) and the
central heat pump (right).

Both algorithms introduce two set points, a primary (T_set_pr) and a secondary (T_set_sec), to
control temperature values inside the connected storages. The left side illustrates the control for the
electric heaters. If the storage temperature lies above the secondary set point, the heater is switched
off, because the maximum temperature of the storage is exceeded. Otherwise, the algorithm checks if
there is enough excess power provided by the PV plant to switch on the heater. If this is not the case,
the heater is still switched on if the temperature is below the primary set point minus an offset of 2.5 K.
In this case, the necessary power is provided by the power grid. Provided that there is still not enough
excess power available, the heater is switched off if the storage temperature is above the primary set
point plus an offset of 2.5 K. If the temperature is between the offsets, the current state of the heater
remains unchanged. This introduces a hysteresis in order to avoid a rapid change of state of the heater.

The control algorithm of the heat pump works in a comparable way. The most important difference
is that the algorithm checks for a line overloading if excess power is available.

Appendix G. Use Case 2: Details of the Analyzed Grids

The analyzed power grid is the northern part of the generic MV Oberrhein grid that is openly
available in pandapower [55]. In this part of the grid, a primary substation supplies two feeders with
a total of 62 secondary substations and 4 directly connected MV loads. At 61 nodes, PV plants are
installed, most of which can be allocated in connected low voltage grids. These generators are scaled
and modeled as PV plants and partially as wind power plants in the P2G use case. The connected
gas grid is a distribution grid that directly supplies a total of 1506 household loads through pipelines
operated at medium pressure (around 700 mbar). Pressure regulators reduce the pressure at the
household connection point to meet the required pressure of 20–25 mbar. The grid is a tree-type
network without rings in its structure. Since the extension of the grid is relatively small compared to
typical gas distribution grids, the lengths of all pipes were scaled up to show effects in the change of
pressure when installing a P2G device. This adaption would alter the true geographic coordinates,
but since the case study is only theoretical, the geographic changes of the overlapping grids can be
neglected. Furthermore, the high pressure grid connection was shifted, the overall pressure level was
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lowered and the pipe roughness slightly increased compared to the original data [7]. All the changes
do not affect the validity of the results or their transferability. A detailed view of the gas grid with its
overlap of the power grid in the initial form is shown in Figure A6.

200 m

Feeder 1
Feeder 2
High Pressure Connection
Gas Junctions
Gas Pipes
Gas Loads

Figure A6. Overlapping area of the gas and power grid used for the analysis of flexibility provision.

The positions of the P2G devices that were considered in the case study are shown in Figure A7.

1

2 4

3

5

6

Figure A7. Overview of the gas grid and possible connections of the P2G devices in the power and gas
grid respectively.

Appendix H. Use Case 2: Implementation of the Feed-In Restriction

The feed-in of the P2G devices is restricted by a proportional value of the consumed gas. In
the case of a single P2G device, this value can be calculated prior to the OPF calculation in order to
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save simulation effort. This also means that, in the case of hydrogen feed-in, no additional pipe flow
calculation has to be performed to analyze constraint violations, as the maximum pressure restriction
cannot be violated at the reference node. In the case of methane feed-in at a single node, the maximum
P2G power can be calculated with Equation (A14). Here, Hs,CH4 denotes the mass-related higher
heating value of methane and ηP2G,CH4 the P2G efficiency with included methanation, which is set to
54 %. In this formulation, the properties of the fed-in methane are assumed to be the same as for the
replaced natural gas.

PP2G,max,CH4 =
NHH

∑
l=1

ṁl · Hs,CH4 · ηP2G,CH4 (A14)

In the case of direct hydrogen feed-in, some more considerations have to be taken into account
due to blending. On the one hand, the energy content of the mixed fluid must equal the energy content
of the natural gas transported without blending. This correlation is given in Equation (A15), in which
the subscript NG refers to the transported natural gas and H2 to hydrogen. In the use case, the natural
gas is a mixture of high calorific gases (H-Gas), which is typical of German gas grids. Using the higher
calorific value is a simplification, as usually the required energy content depends on the type of burners
installed in the connected households, which is unknown in the case study. The P2G efficiency without
methanation ηP2G,H2 is set to 61 %. The required P2G power to reach a certain hydrogen mass flow
is described by Equation (A16). With the given volume fraction of hydrogen xvol,H2 and the relation
between volume and mass flow via the respective density, the mass flows of hydrogen and natural gas
at the feed-in point can be described by Equation (A17).

NHH

∑
l=1

ṁl · Hs,NG = ṁH2 · Hs,H2 + ṁNG · Hs,NG (A15)

PP2G,H2 = ṁH2 · Hs,H2 · ηP2G,H2 (A16)

(
1

xvol,H2

− 1
)
·

ṁH2

ρH2

=
ṁNG
ρNG

(A17)

When inserting Equations (A16) and (A17) into Equation (A15), the resulting maximum P2G
power in dependency of the hydrogen volume fraction is given by Equation (A18).

PP2G,H2 =
∑NHH

l=1 ṁl · Hs,H2 · Hs,NG

ηP2G,H2 ·
(

Hs,H2 + Hs,NG ·
(

1
xvol,H2

− 1
)
· ρNG

ρH2

) (A18)

Appendix I. Use Case 2: Results for Ten Exemplary Hours

To demonstrate how the control loop of the coupled simulation works, we analyze the results of a
configuration with a P2G device of 10 MW installed capacity at position 4 and included methanation.
Figure A8 shows important simulation results in the power and gas grid for ten exemplary hours.
We compare three different cases. The base case, which does not include any optimization or RES
curtailment, thus leading to constraint violations in the power grid. The power grid restricted (PR)
case includes RES curtailment and a P2G operation with the help of an OPF, but no feedback from
the gas grid. Constraint violations in the gas grid might occur, as the P2G operation only follows the
requirements of the power grid. The power and gas grid restricted (PGR) case also considers the gas
grid constraints and the P2G power is reduced in case of violations, leading to a higher curtailment of
RES plants. The left panels of Figure A8 show the results of the power grid. The RES feed-in has to be
reduced drastically in most time steps in order to comply with the power grid constraints. Otherwise,
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line loading and voltage exceed the limits by far. On the right, results of the gas grid are displayed.
Here, the feed-in from the P2G device has to be reduced in some time steps in order to comply with the
gas grid constraints. The mass flow at the reference that represents the feed-in from the high pressure
gas grid would in some time steps become negative. This does not comply with the uni-directional
flow constraint. In some time steps, the maximum pressure at the connected gas grid node would also
be exceeded. Only in the PGR case all constraints are satisfied at all times, which cannot be guaranteed
in the PR or base case.
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Figure A8. Time series over 10 h selected from one P2G study configuration. We compare three cases:
the base case (index base) without flexibility provision; the power grid restricted case (index PR) with
flexibility provision neglecting gas grid constraints; and the power and gas grid restricted case (index
PGR) with flexibility provision and gas grid controller. All constraints are marked with a black dashed
line. (a) Total power from RES; (b) maximum line loading at any line in the power grid; (c) maximum
voltage at any node in the power grid; (d) mass flow feed-in from the P2G device into the gas grid;
(e) mass flow feed-in by the gas reference node; and (f) maximum pressure at any node in the gas grid.
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